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Flood Waters - To and Fro
The purpose of this document is to define the source and destination of the Genesis Flood
Waters. From where could so much water come, and where did it go? As a basis for
all my models (General Business, Personal Business, Sport and Bible Models) my
previous documents have been based on the historical truth of Genesis. As stated in
my documents, I believe the Earth is only six thousand years old. But, even though a
need for our Savior requires man’s sin to be the origin of all death, deceived by bad
science many Christians question the truth of Genesis. For example: previously,
because radiometric dating was unreliable I found no evidence of an old earth. This
theory shows why radiometric dating was unreliable, and how it now supports the
theory of a young earth. It also explains Continental movement at the time of Peleg. I
am writing this document because this week I discovered some great science from Dr.
Walt Brown predicting where the water came from and where it went. As a fountain,
it came from a storage plate or level below the earth, and it became the Atlantic
Ocean. See Dr. Brown’s theory, story and book on his website.

Science is Theory
All Science (including Evolution and Creation Science) will forever be only theory. The
question has always been which theory predicts what we will find when we analyze
the facts. Good science predicts. The theory I found this week explains why the fossil
record shows large rocks, fish and boats on top of our highest mountains. In other
words, it explains the over 17,000 feet of Genesis Flood Waters to and fro: where they
went, and from where did they come.

Good Science Predicts
Dr. Walt Brown has the answer. Here is a short five minute video of his theory. For an
overview, first read Dr. Brown’s life story. Then read his book (his website). They are
both free on Dr. Brown’s website.

Summary: Flood Waters - To and Fro
The purpose of this document is to define the source and destination of the Genesis Flood
Waters. From where could so much water come, and where did it go? My previous
documents have been based on the historical truth of Genesis. As stated in my
documents, I believe the Earth is only six thousand years old. But, even though a need
for our Savior requires man’s sin to be the origin of all death, deceived by bad science
many Christians question the truth of Genesis. I am writing this document because this
week I discovered some great science from Dr. Walt Brown predicting from where the
water came, and where it went. As a fountain, it came from a storage plate or level
below the earth, and it became the Atlantic Ocean. See Dr. Brown’s theory, story and
book on his website.
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